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22/11/16 – Comment

The new build school should have the children of Riverbank/Tillydrone to keep any
divide in the community. Also the new build will have more room for the ever
increasing numbers of children being born or brought up in the area of Tillydrone and
surrounding area.

26/11/16 - Comment

TO The Provost and City Council,
Aberdeen

Honourable Provost and Councillors:

I write as the grandmother of two children who have passed/are passing through St
Peter's R.C. School in Aberdeen - a city where previously all four of my children have
been educated in Nursery, Primary and Secondary, and also, even earlier, an aunt of
mine was a pupil at the Sacred Heart Convent there: we thus have a long family
connection with Aberdeen and its schools. St Peter's has provided an outstanding
primary education to both our Aberdonian grandchildren, as to its many other pupils -
too many as they now are for existing premises. New and purpose-built premises
for and in the catchment area are therefore not merely indicated but imperative and
cannot come soon enough. It is not good enough to offer another location with
buildings merely re-assigned for the purpose, and even less is it acceptable to dilute
the Catholic ethos of this school - the very factor which gives it the cohesion and
spirit to make it the outstanding school it now is - by amalgamating it with another
school the Catholic Church has been the innovator and guardian of education almost
since its inception. I call on you to back its continuance of this proud record in your
own city, by funding new premises for St Peter's Aberdeen.
Yours faithfully,

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

27/11/16 – Comment

I write in response to the request for submissions in respect of new premises for St
Peter's School.

Clearly there is a need. But the options on offer fall short of what is desirable and
just. A Catholic school, open to children of other faiths or none, has been very
attractive for all concerned. I think the parents concerned, both Catholic and non-
Catholic have a right to a Catholic school with new premises.

Best wishes



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

27/11/16 - Comment

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing in support of those who wish to express their strong desire for Option C
(a new purpose-built school) for St Peter's Primary School.
The reasons against the proposed Option A are obvious: it would destroy the
character of the school.
There are three problems with option B.
1. The location is nearly two miles from the current site, in an area with no easy
transport links for families currently attending St Peter's. Many of the school's
families are low-income families without cars, so they rely on being able to walk to
the school. Relocating the school to the proposed location would mean many of
these families might be forced to opt out of faith-school education for family reasons.
2. The proposed school currently has 18 classrooms, two of which are in portacabins
due to be removed before St Peter's would move in. This would leave very little
scope for enhancing the provision of Catholic education as the school's numbers
continue to grow.
3. The Council promised St Peter's a new school. They are now offering an old
school (not entirely fit for purpose) having already accommodated the St Peter's
school in an old school in 1983. No other school in Aberdeen seems to be expected
to accept 'sloppy seconds' (a phrase used by a Headteacher from another Catholic
school), but the Council is seemingly content for the Catholic schools to be treated
this way.
Yours sincerely

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

30.11.16 - Comment

Dear Madam/Sir,

As a mother of three boys attending St Peter's RC Primary School, xxxx, I'm writing
to you regarding the formal consultation period about the best place for our school
location.

I am deeply concerned about the way Aberdeen City Council provides information to
the parents - starting from May 2016 it has been done in a very misleading and
neglectful way. In May 2016 there were meetings at our school guided by the ACC
officers. Parents were invited to those meetings to take part in a process of reviewing
'options to create additional school capacity for denominational and non-
denomination education in the Tillydrone area' (quote from ACC's Comment Form,
please see the attachments). Together with my husband we were present at one of
those meetings and we filled in the Comment Forms provided. As we spoke with the
ACC officers we were informed that every option is possible - including building a
new school for St Peter's alone.



An important fact: more than 80% of the parents present at the meetings at St
Peter’s school, when filling in the Comment Forms - wrote that they want a new,
stand-alone St Peter's school.

I have checked an ACC website to find more about the process of the formal
consultations: http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/Tillydrone-OldAberdeen.

The ACC is proposing two options (A and B) and none of them respects the views of
the parents gained at the meetings in May 2016. There's also a survey on the ACC
website, which again does not take into consideration an option chosen by St Peter's
RC school community.

Aberdeen City Council is a public institution. Not taking the vast majority of the
written public views into account during public consultation period is simply
unprofessional, unethical and unacceptable.

One can find it discriminatory - when taking into account that when St Peter's RC
primary school was moved to Old Aberdeen in 1983, it has been already moved into
an old and worn building.

Now, again when the school is over capacity it is offered or to move into another old
and worn building, or to be merged with a non-denominational school.

Together with other parents we had been wondering if that scenario is a natural
pattern for schools with the capacity problem, or is it only for Roman Catholic school
- like ours. That we should only accept what is old, used and secondhand. Or accept
something that doesn't meet our requirements.

Every year St Peter's school has enough placing applications to fill in 3 Primary one
classes. Now it has two Primary one classes, each with 24-25 pupils. There's no
separate library, not-fit-for-purpose classroom space, not enough place for storage,
school hall is used same day for sports and for lunch, there's lack of safe playground
space - its surface is so dangerous and slippery that accidents happen almost every
day (including serious ones). The school is so overcrowded that the music lessons
take place in a cupboard (sic!).

Earlier this month, I had a pleasure to visit the Riverbank school and must say - it is
a reasonable building with lots of annexes, portacabins and pretty big playgrounds
(there are two). They have a very spacious library, lots of classrooms, huge offices
and staff rooms (with separate kitchen for the teachers, so they can have their well-
deserved break). There's plenty of place for staff meetings and presentations. School
hall is separate from a lunch hall, there are lots and lots of store rooms so big that
they could be classrooms. The school has even a classroom for the children with
special needs together with a spacious sensory room which is full of an excellent
equipment.

Same time I was really impressed and astonished.

I haven't seen an overcrowding, though.



All was fit-for-purpose, nice and tidy with a few pupils in the classrooms (this time of
a year). Therefore the hosts were asked an important question: how many pupils are
admitted per one P1 class this year? Answer: 16.

I don't believe it's an overcrowding.

It is a perfect number of young minds for two teachers to deal with.

At St Peter's we have two P1 classes, 24-25 pupils per class. This year lots of
placing requests were rejected. Now our school is 130% over capacity. We do what
we can with what we’ve got, but the school has been too crowded for too long and
we need more space as soon as possible. We cannot force our children to wait more
than absolutely necessary and that would happen if we would accept an offer of
moving to the Riverbank premises. Why? Because the moving would happen after
the new school for Riverbank pupils is built and after the repairs together with
refurbishment are done to old Riverbank premises. This would involve an additional
wait for our pupils which is discriminatory and absolutely unacceptable.

Also, an option with shared campus doesn't look suitable at all. I don't want my
children to attend a huge nameless institution where they couldn't express their
beliefs and Christian traditions as free as they are used to in St Peter’s. My sons
together with the other pupils and staff members would not be able to put up the
images and icons as freely and thus be forced to lose some of the visual imagery
that makes St Peter’s so beautiful. We would be forced to give up our identity we are
so proud of.

Our Catholic community includes and embraces everyone. At St Peter's school,
there's a place for all the faiths and ethnic groups - you can check that easily, simply
by visiting our playground or crowded classrooms. Our fantastic school community
provides a happy and caring environment where children can grow to become
confident, loving and responsible adults who care about traditions and importance of
a family. We all want what is best for our children, that is why we, as parents, wanted
(in May 2016) and still want - a stand-alone, 3-stream Roman Catholic school.

New, 3-stream stand-alone school could easily accept all of the applications we've
missed this year. We could also open the doors for the P1 pupils from Riverbank
catching area, so the Riverbank school would not face a problem of overcrowding in
the future!

In my opinion we've been overcrowded and overlooked more than long enough. If
Aberdeen City Council wants to deal fairly with pupils from all backgrounds, faiths
and ethnic groups it has to take ours and our children needs into the consideration.

Yours sincerely;

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



1/12/16 - Comments

To whom it may concern,

I am a father of three children attending St Peter's RC Primary School, xxx. Lately, I
had a pleasure to hear about the meetings organised by an ACC at St Peter's school
- regarding the formal consultation period about the best place for our school
location.

I must say that the way how the last meeting was held by the ACC officers was
simply outrageous.

Let me explain my point of view;
at the other meetings, last May 2016, almost the same faces were present on behalf
of the Aberdeen City Council. And same faces were explaining to the public that
every option is possible for our school, including a stand-alone St Peter's school.
And precisely that option I, together with my wife, same as more than 80% of the
parents present, have chosen to be written in a small box on the last page of the
survey provided.
Mr Euan Couperwhite guiding yesterday's meeting seemed to be aware of that fact -
he even showed that on his slides. And that was it. The following part of his
presentation was all about why the ACC cannot build a school at Dunbar Hall site.
And I understood all those reasons well - just like the rest of the parents present did,
but why then that site was offered by the ACC officers at first place - during the
meetings in May? How unprofessional, misleading and confusing was that?
Shouldn't the suitability of the site be checked BEFORE was offered as one of the
solutions?
I wonder if that was done simply to distract the audience, to have an opportunity to
push the options chosen by ACC, not by the school community, or - was that a
negligence of someone unsuitable for a job.

Straight after his teachings about the Dunbar Hall site, Mr Couperwhite jumped into
the two options (called A and B), none of which respected the views of the parents
presented by him a few minutes earlier. He tried to back his theories with some
strange statistics - raw birth rates and 'zoning'. But he couldn't answer how many
parents would like their children to attend which school? Would they prefer a
denominational or non-denominational education? Are they Catholic? What ethnic
group? He didn't know. Those questions couldn't be answered. I really don't
understand why. For instance: when someone applies for a job to ACC - there is a
'faith' and a pinpoint 'ethnic group' questionnaire to fill in. They even ask about
sexual preferences (homo, hetero, bi, prefer not to answer). It is nothing new for the
Council then. To raise difficult questions and to collect the sensitive data.

Why is then so difficult to ask the public during public consultations period? How can
you predict something without the valid data?

Well, Council's predictions aren't always right anyway. Please check the document
attached (Denominational Engagement Document, Revision 3, 19/11/12) or check
your website at:
http://www.aberdeencity.gov.uk/nmsruntime/saveasdialog.asp?lID=47142&sID=2152



2. On page 12 there is a misprediction of 22%. That is a huge digit. Now we are
130% over capacity – not 108% predicted by ACC.
I find it very arrogant for a public institution to not be able to learn from its own
mistakes.

Now about the Riverbank school, which needs are also very important.
Well, like it was said yesterday - Riverbank's capacity is 98% at the moment. The
prediction is that they may face an overcapacity issue in a few years from now. They
have a nice school, lots of space, unit for the children with special needs, library,
nursery, and so on. I sympathize and I wish them all the best.

About the baby boom in Tillydrone area. Good news, no? Lots of people to work for
the country's bright future. Do you have data regarding their background? My guess -
lots of them are immigrants and Catholics (we like high birth rates, don't we)? I'm
sure they would like their children to attend a nice school which respect they faith
together with the fact that they are immigrants. Without racist incidents like we hear
in other schools about.

In our diverse school community, there are lots of immigrants. Most of us are
Catholic, but we have also pupils who are Muslims, Hindu or Atheists. We are not
'too Catholic' by the way, as it was raised by an ACC officer as he was highlighting
one of 'general feeling one may get'. What does it mean anyway? Too caring? Too
inclusive? Too forgiving? Or 'too immigrant'? 'Too Polish maybe?' (as 57% of our
pupils are Polish).
How an Aberdeen City Council officer can even use that term 'too Catholic'. If he
would attend a meeting in a Muslim community will he say that the general feeling
might be that they are 'too Muslim'? Or 'too Asian?’ That kind of reversed courtesy
shows the lack of professionalism and the lack of a right attitude. We don't need to
be lectured on an importance of an inclusion, that we, as a Catholic community
should take into consideration the needs of the others (i.e. Riverbank). We are the
most inclusive community one can imagine; our school was and is open for diversity,
other faiths or non-faiths, ethnic groups and cultural backgrounds. What we don't
understand is why we have been treated all the way around.

By encouraging that 'too Catholic' way of thinking I am wondering if the Aberdeen
City Council officers will take the responsibility for bullying incidents which may
happen against our pupils walking to St Peter's School from Tillydrone/Riverbank
area.

By making that kind of comments our two school communities which are the closest
neighbours feel that they are put against each other in some kind of war. This will
affect not only documents and reports written by ACC officers. This will affect real
people and their children lives on 24/7 basis. That is not a responsible way to
provide and to monitor the public consultations process. It is a white-collar
discrimination.

My opinion is that Aberdeen City Council should acknowledge and respond to the
views of both communities equally - there's no doubt about it, but must put first the
needs of those who have been overlooked and overcrowded for too long. ACC



should bring the communities together not divide them by unprofessional processing
of data and irresponsible, divisive narrative.

Yours sincerely;

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4/12/16 – Comment

To whom it may concern,

I am writing to you regarding the current consultation regarding where to relocate St
Peter's RC Primary School in 2020.

I wish to express my dissatisfaction with both formal options that are being consulted
on. I agree with neither. My preferred alternative would be a 3-stream stand-alone St
Peter's RC School built on the former grounds of St Machar Primary School.

I would also like to express my dissatisfaction about how the formal consultation
options disregard the substantial, willing and proactive involvement of our school
community with Aberdeen City Council since early 2016. We initiated contact with
yourselves over the state of our school estate and have turned up in far higher
numbers in all your formal engagement events than the Riverbank School
community. However, when it came to the options put forward in the consultation,
you have offered two choices neither of which had the support of our school
community and which will both leave our community with 'second bests'. This part of
the engagement process, to call it by its correct name, has been nothing but
tokenistic.

It is apparent that there is no appetite in Riverbank to split up their community, and
they have made it clear that they want a new school over any other
potential alternative (including extending the existing school). It is very hard for a
parent like myself who has watched her children educated in a windowless storage
space, a converted classroom space in a City Council labs and archives facility, and
a portacabin which takes up a sizeable chunk of the playground, to hear parents
from a far superior school estate say that their children should have a new school
simply because they happen to want it. The consultation has thus pitched the St
Peter's community's acute need for a purpose-built new school against the
Riverbank community's sense of entitlement. As the most international school
community in Aberdeen, many of us face racially motivated bullying daily and we
can't help wondering whether this idea that we will always accept someone else's
hand-me-downs is rooted in covert (and overt) anti-Catholicism and 'othering' of
foreigners.

It may well be that Riverbank is going to be over capacity in some years' time and it
is only right that the City Council tries to find a solution to address that. However, the
solution should not be found on the expense of St Peter's families expressed needs
and preferences. We are a double minority - culturally and ethnically - and history
has clear lessons regarding what happens to groups like ours unless we have the
decisive support of the powers that be.



I hope that while you still have the opportunity to listen to our voices, and evidence to
us that your process is free of privilege and bias, you take our views into account in
your report and recommendations to the Education and Children's Services
Committee, and add a new, stand-alone St Peter's as an alternative to Options A
and B.

Kind regards,

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

4/12/16 - Comment

Dear Sir / Madam,

This email is regarding the current consultation about where to relocate St Peter's
RC Primary School in 2020.

I am deeply unhappy with both the formal options that are being consulted on. They
are both inadequate. My preferred alternative would be a 3-stream stand-alone St
Peter's RC School built on the former grounds of St Machar Primary School.

I would like to express my intense dissatisfaction with how the formal consultation
options disregard the substantial, willing and proactive involvement of our school
community with Aberdeen City Council since early 2016. The Parent
Council initiated contact with you over the state of our school estate and have turned
up in far higher numbers in all your formal engagement events than the Riverbank
School community. However, when it came to the options put forward in the
consultation, the Council have offered only two choices, neither of which had the
support of the St Peter's school community and which will both leave our community
with 'second bests'. The engagement process in this respect smacks of tokenism.

The fact is that St Peter's School has been over capacity for many years, whereas
Riverbank School is only *projected* to be over capacity in the future. Leaving aside
the fact that projections are notoriously unreliable, this factual difference regarding
the *present* and also historical states of the two schools regarding capacity means
that St Peter's really ought to be being treated preferentially. Certainly St Peter's
School has the more urgent case and the longer-term set of difficulties regarding
overcapacity. The claims of St Peter's School ought in justice, therefore, to be given
priority over the claims of Riverbank School. If the Council fails to see this, it is
failing in its duty.

One of my areas of expertise at the University of Aberdeen concerns the history of
anti-Catholicism in the United Kingdom. In historical terms, it is not very long ago
since Catholics could not get a proper education in the UK. The fact that Aberdeen
Council is not backing St Peter's School according to its requests, when the justice of
their case is so very clear, suggests to me that anti-Catholic prejudice is operating in
the Council's decision-making process. If the Council proves this correct by



continuing to ignore the stated and just wishes of the St Peter's School community,
then I will certainly not be voting for them at the coming Council elections; and I will
do all in my power to persuade friends and colleagues to vote the Council down for
the same reason. Anti-Catholicism can have no place in today's society, and if the
Council continues to imply otherwise, by its actions, then it will deserve to be
replaced.

I hope that while you still have the opportunity to listen to our voices, and evidence to
us that your process is free of privilege and bias, you take our views into account in
your report and recommendations to the Education and Children's Services
Committee, and add a new, stand-alone St Peter's as an alternative to Options A
and B.

Best wishes,

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

5/12/16 - Comment

Why is the Council not considering the Seaton area for building a new school? There
have been some available sites there recently. From what I know the Council prefers
to plant some seedlings there rather than to use these sites for some more serious
investments. Some unsound planning decisions have been made. The important
thing for me is the fact that there is one school in Seaton which is new and it serves
the local community. It doesn’t have the same capacity that the old school had (the
one that was knocked down to make way for the Sports Village). The effects of those
unsound decisions have been the reduced capacity and the lack of spaces for
children in the local nursery. I experienced just that. In 2012 I applied for a place in
Seaton Nursery which is 4 minutes away from home. I was refused due to lack of
available places. I was offered a place in Sunnybank School which is about 40
minutes away from home on foot (considering the child’s pace). At that point I
realised that there had been some wrong decisions made regarding planning and
education for children in the Seaton area.

The distance and lack of direct buses from Seaton to the sites where St Peter’s
could be moved are another debating points. I doubt the Council would ever consider
free transport for children who are obviously not allowed to get to and from school on
their own. It doesn’t guarantee their safe trip to and from school. Most pupils at St
Peter’s live in Seaton. Parents will most definitely try to transfer their children to
Seaton School and then what – are you able to provide enough places at Seaton
School!!!!!!!~!~!~!~!!!!

I am not denying any other sensible solution but building a new school in the vicinity
of Woodside School, Kittybrewster School, Riverbank School and Sunnybank School
just seems absurd !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



7/12/16 – Comment

I am in favour of Option A to create a new shared campus school on the former St
Macher School site. My reason for choosing this option is the proposed site will be
close to Old Aberdeen/Seaton area where most of our pupils live therefore pupils
would not have quite so far to travel if St Peters RC school were to be re located to
Riverbank Tillydrone.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8/12/16 – Comment

Dear Sir or Madam,

I attended one of the consultation session regarding a solution for St Peter’s RC
primary yesterday. I asked about the uncertainty (or confidence intervals) for the
forecast roll. Unfortunately, it was not possible to get an answer to my question at
the meeting. I would therefore like to kindly ask to be told via email as soon as
possible what the uncertainty, i.e. confined intervals, of the forecast roll in the
consultation document are.

Additionally, I would like to ask if it was taken into account that placing request for St
Peter’s RC primary most likely did not reflect the interest of parents over the last
couple of years. I believe that a great number of families who would like a catholic
education for their children did not request placing at St Peter’s RC primary because
it was already running at and over capacity. Could you please comment if this has
been taken into account for the forecast?

Thank you.
Yours sincerely,

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8/12/16 - Comment

We opt for the OPTION C - NEW ST.PETER'S: THAT THE COUNCIL BUILD A NEW 3 STREAM
THREE CLASSES PER YEAR) SCHOOL ON THE SITE OF THE FORMER ST. MACHAR SCHOOL ON
TILLYDRONE AVENUE FOR ST.PETER'S RC PRIMARY SCHOOL ALONE.

Thank you

Regards

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8/12/16 – Comment

To whom it might concerned



Hi
I have two children in St Peters school xxx. With 3 years in St Peters School I am
very happy with teachers, education and lovely atmosphere prevaling in school.

I can't decide which of two options given are good as for myself none of them aren't
sufficient.

My choice is an option C which was declared on 29th Nobember.
Contract of new school jus St Peters.

I belive that as a Catolic comunity, new St Peters School will be the highest
reputable and worthy school and, above all, safe for our children.

Kind Regards

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8/12/16 – Comment

I would like to share my comment that the best option to choose for our children's
would be option "A".
Kind Regards

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8/12/16 – Comment

Options A and B presented to us by the Council are by most of us not acceptable..

Option A :
- the proposed school is too far.
Getting to school in the morning (and during bad weather) will be much harder for
parents with no cars
- poor link, no bus route
- some parents will move their children to Seaton School which would cause the
Council some issues with overcrowding
- used building - part of it will need renovation
OPTION B - SHARED CAMPUS
- we are keen to have an independent school
- there are concerns that our children would be discriminated - for example, due to
their faith
- combined schools are not a good idea, I don't know any examples when parents
would be happy about it

As parents, we like the option C, i.e. an independent St Peter's Catholic School. We
are open towards different faiths or non-believers. However a catholic school has it
own unique atmosphere. Children are taught values, which local schools do not
promote. Teachers treat their children as individuals - and not only as a group of
pupils.



We very much wish to keep this condition.

Best wishes,

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 - Comment

Hello.

I am writing to You as a parent of three children attending to St.Peter’s school,
that I would like to give mine opinion about plans to relocation this school.

On the ACC website I found online comment submission survey. After the
wider familiarizing myself with the options proposed by Aberdeen City Council, I am
really struggle to take any choice of. I have been asking to make a chooice between
two options, option A-shared campus and option B-Riverbank school. Unfortunately
proposed options are not fully satisfactory me.

In my personal opinion this two solution relocation St.Peter’s school will
degrade our sense of the freedom of expressing and showing our faith. St. Peter’s
school as a faith-based school in the Tillydrone and Old Aberdeen area it keeping
our community intact.

Relocating St.Peter’s school to St. Machar school and be a form of shared campus
not an independent as a building whit out all facilities could cause problems to
maintain our ethos as a Catholic.

Option B - moving into Riverbank would mean that families who live in Seaton might
find it difficult to commute to school and therefore impact on their ability to choose
Catholic School for their children’s education.

St.Peter’s school has been moved to old school building in early 80’ with promises to
have new school building which was never delivered. Each year school have enough
application for 3 primary one classes and would have enough pupils every year to fill
much more. Right now school is 130% over capacity, manage do well what is there,
but the school has been to long overcrowded.

St.Peter’s school should stay in the same neighbourhood but within completely new
building giving our children respective facilities and adequate spaces.

Kind regard

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



9/12/16 – Comment

Dear Mr/Mrs/Ms

I am writing to express my strong dissatisfaction with your two options for the future
of St Peter’s RC primary school, they are not acceptable . I can not understand why
City Council want two separate school’s issue merged. As consultation meeting
showed both community wants best for themselves and it leads disagreement. They
should be considered separately.

On the beginning of consultation period City Council map show Dunbar Hall site to
possibility for our new school. Majority of parent supported these proposal.
Nowadays is not viable anymore but we did not find why? Because our school is a
Catholic school so we do not deserve it !!!! Because City Council take care of
Riverbank school more!!!

St Peter’s school has been struggled with many problems that were not always
settled with .Our children have to suffered lots of discomfort but the spirit, unique
character of our school compensate it.

Now is time to get a new St Peter’s school in Old Aberdeen/Tillydrone area like we
have been promised.

Our school is 130% over capacity and every year we have more application than
place. Which indicates that we definitely need more space. So the council has to
“get it right” for our pupils.

Becoming part of a shared-campus can lead to lose some of the visual imagery that
makes St Peter’s so special. We want to still be able to put up our religious statuary,
imagine of Saints in each room freely. In our school you will find a rich exiting and
caring education that allows child to grow and develop in the knowledge of Christ,
the world and themselves and moving in the shared might make that difficult to
continue it.

I hope that the matter of St Peter’s RC school will become the City Council matter
too. We will be waiting for the council new decision. Our community is worth it.

Kind regards

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

Dear Sir/Madam

I have been contacted recently by xxxx regarding the ongoing consultation into
changes to school estate within Aberdeen City.

St Peter’s Primary School neighbours the University’s Old Aberdeen campus and
many pupils are the children of our staff or students. It is my understanding that the



school delivers a high standard of education to the pupils and is generally very highly
regarded within our academic and student communities.

XXX responded to a previous Council consultation exercise in 2013 outlining the
value placed by the University on having a high quality school in Old Aberdeen and
its positive impact on our University being able to recruit and successfully relocate
staff from outwith the area.

As a University, we are very proud of our global outlook and are committed to
continuing to welcome staff and students from across the world, irrespective of their
background, religious beliefs or other personal characteristics. In this connection,
the provision of a well-regarded school, in close proximity to our campus which has
sufficient capacity to accept applications from children of all and/or no religious
domination, supports us greatly in delivering an outstanding all-round staff and
student experience.

I look forward to learning the outcome of the current consultation process.

Yours faithfully

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

Dear Madam/Sir

I am a parent of a child who attends St Peter's RC primary school and a future pupil
whom l have huge concerns that l won't be able to enrol as the school has to turn
down applicants each year. I am very very happy with the school and teachers and
want my younger child to be enrolled there too.

I am really concerned about the proposed shared campus and truly hope that you
would please consider building a 3stream Roman Catholic school for St Peters. We
are already over capacity and was disappointed that our children were only offered
to move to the Riverbank campus in Tillydrone and that Riverbank have been offered
a new built school. My husband and I are in favour of the option proposed as you are
aware of what we call "option c". I feel it is very important that you consider this
because l fear that my children would lose out in a true faith based education if they
had to be in a shared campus because they won't be able to express our faith and
there could also be bullying and harassment.

A 3stream RC school would continue to welcome more families of any faith, we
haven't be able to recently due to being over capacity and this would prevent
Riverbanks projected over capacity numbers that is predicted in a few years time.
This however is what we are currently experiencing. Some Tillydrone families may
very well want to send their children to our school and have been turned down, l am
genuinely fearful that my sons placing request is rejected when I enroll him this
January.

We have legitimate reasons for wanting a new school and hope that you would
consider this. We have been stretched for years our children don't have adequate



classrooms, no library, a dinner hall that is used for gym lessons and a dangerous
playground were injuries occur daily. The wonderful teachers 'make do' and all the
children are happy.

Thank you for reading this and please take out school's community needs as a
priority we have no desire to be moved into a second hand school again as we were
back in the 1980's and so far away from Old Aberdeen were we have been so
happy.

Kind regards

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

To whom it may concern regarding this issue

I have thought long and hard about this consultation and unfortunately I have
realised there seems to be no good option on the table. And I am not envious of
your task here.

I am a parent of a current P2 pupil at St Peters school, my younger daughter will be
starting school after the summer. I am now very concerned regarding the future of
their school and schooling.

The 2 options on the table are both massive compromises, for both schools. I think
the problem seems to be trying to solve 2 very different problems at the same time.
St Peters is at bursting point and needs a bigger space. Riverbank is also at capacity
and will soon be in the same state as St Peters.

Option A:

This is a terrible idea for both schools. Riverbank have already been forced to merge
and uproot, it would be awful for them to now have to split up friends and
the familiarity of their environment.

For St Peters it is a disaster also. Loss of school ethos, risks of bullying, a big
impersonal school and a change in location making it difficult for those in Seaton and
Old Aberdeen to get to. There are so many reason, and they were all expressed at
the initial consultation in which a survey showed that the majority of parents are
against this.

Option B:

I imagine Riverbank will find this more palatable. However for St Peters this is also a
poor option. Another old school, one which will likely end up over subscribed again in
the future and will mean fighting for a new school in years to come. Also the



ambiguity of what happens to those Riverbank kids who do not want to walk the
extra distance to the new school etc.

Riverbank school in in Tillydrone, St Peters is in Old Aberdeen. Do you think
Riverbank parents would be happy to get shunted to a slightly newer school in
woodside/kittybrewster etc. I doubt that very much. St peters has a large catchment
area, the children trying to get there from Seaton, old Aberdeen, the rest of the city
and shire etc would find this difficult.

The parent council are offering Option C which although is a better option is still not
ideal as I think Riverbank school would not be happy with this. It also involves
moving from Old Aberdeen.

I note that the council was happy to spend in excess of £12 million on St Josephs
school. It feels like we do not have the same priority, perhaps this is the postcode
lottery we are playing. I heard that it is purely due to money and inconvenience that
the council building on St Peters site has not been considered for refurbishment and
extension of the school on its current site. This is truly sad. And apparently Dunbar
halls area is 'awkward', I am sure this could be thought of again with an innovative
mind.

I really hope that the parents will be listened to and our children will not need to
compromise their future education and school experience.

Regards

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

As you know I have been involved in this consultation since xxx. I attended the pre-
consultation meetings and four of the five formal consultation meetings during this
final consultation period.

I want to express my thanks that this has been a comprehensive and committed
effort to engage both our school community and the Tillydrone community. As I have
said before, it is no small task to bring these two communities together and find a
way forward to suit everyone, or even a majority. There have been hiccups along the
way, but I feel that previous sticking points with options presented at the pre-
consultation meetings have been discussed and we have arrived at a clearer
understanding of what is actually on the table for St Peter's.

I can only speak from my perspective, and that of my husband as well who is less
involved because of his work xxx but no less invested in a positive result for our
school community. Our son will leave St Peter's in the next year, but our daughter
will still be at the school around the time that whatever is decided will come into
effect. I am confident that as parents we both want the best for our children and will



do what it takes to see them settled in a good place. I will work with anyone, I will
devote time and energy to integration, and most of all I will advocate for their needs.

In this case, I am advocating for the best school for my daughter (as a parent), and
advocating for the best situation for St Peter's (xxxl). To do that, I need to express
again that, like Riverbank, St Peter's has been on its current site, developing
relationships with the community and University for more than 30 years. St Peter's is
what it is mostly because of the fantastic Head Teacher and staff and the Catholic
ethos that permeates every nook and cranny, but also partly because of where it is
and the community around us. If we were to move to the other side of Tillydrone that
part of who we are necessarily changes forever--perhaps to be replaced by
something new and good, but only with a long and possibly arduous journey that the
parents, staff and pupils must make themselves. You ask a lot of us to consider
moving to Riverbank (option B), integrating into a new and potentially volatile
environment, and thus I feel it is not in our best interest.

Option A is interesting on a theoretical level, however we would need to see how it is
done well to feel more positively about it. I'm confident we could make it work if we
had to. It allows us to stay as close to our current location as possible. It allows for
growth, and the possibility of integration is more accessible and less frightening here.
We could keep ties with the University and local community council much more
easily. Of the two options (should it only go this far), this one is less intimidating for
myself, my husband and my children.

However, as the council knows our school has proposed a third option--a stand
alone St Peter's (on the St Machar site). We as parents have a duty to advocate for
our children and our children deserve the same opportunities as other children. We
would like the chance to grow into and develop a new school in our own right, and
wanted the opportunity to comment on that option as well as the other two. To that
end I put together a survey which went out to all children in the school. Of the 256
that were handed out, 149 were returned within a week. That makes the response
rate 58.2%, and indicates the desire that our community has to look further than just
A and B. I won't belabour the results here, as I wrote them up in a separate report
which I attach to this email (don't worry, it's not to long!).

Suffice to say the puzzle is complex, but the desire is overwhelmingly there at St
Peter's to retain our integrity as a community, our ethos as a Catholic school, our
ability to be a diverse community, our relationships with others in the wider local
community, and our children's need for a suitable environment in which to continue
to receive a high standard of education. To take forward either option A or B would
involve a lot of work to bring the community on board and avoid the fracturing of the
community as Riverbank has experienced. I'm not convinced that would come out
well at all, certainly not for option B. We are grateful that the council has given us
every show of good faith in meeting with us to discuss our option C and continue to
try and find a way forward that addresses the points I just mentioned (integrity,
ethos, etc). Should this be possible we are committed to working with council to
continue that journey.



Again, thank you for reading this letter and the many others from members of our
community. We look forward to the end of this stage of the process and the
continuation of the journey in the new year.

Kind regards,

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9/12/16 – Comment

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I am writing in response to the public consultation regarding plans for St. Peter’s RC
Primary School.

I am a parent of two current pupils and one prospective pupil (currently 11 months
old). I chose St. Peter’s as it was recommended to me as the best in the area by my
friends who are not Roman Catholics, but in the past send their children to St.
Peter’s and loved the experience. My sons love the school and I hope to be able to
send my youngest son there in the future.
After attending public consultation sessions I am concern, as my general impression
was that Council already made its mind on the preferred option and current
consultation is only an exercise to fulfil the law.
Parents questions and concerns were not adequately addressed. Difficult questions
were just left hanging. Options, proposed by the Council itself, with the biggest
parent’s backing just disappeared from the agenda without explanation (option for
building new St. Peter’s school in Old Aberdeen on ground currently belonging to the
University of Aberdeen). It was actually admitted at the consultations that University
wasn’t even approached to find out if they would be willing to pass this ground for
use by St. Peter’s. This wouldn’t be actually so impossible – St. Peter’s is preferred
school of choice for University staff.
Overall impression made was, that whatever we say won’t change anything. This is
very disappointing.

Yet, still hoping that voice of parents can make a difference here are my responses
to the consultation:

OPTION A – Do you support the proposals to create shared campus school on
the former ST. Machar School/ former Tillydrone School site, as described
under Option A?
No I don’t. This seems like a back-door way to closing Roman Catholic School in the
future!
Shared campus is not acceptable. As shown by the example of shared campus in
Dundee – RC school will not be free to be run as it is at the moment. It wouldn’t be
allowed to display religious signs and artwork, which is part of its identity. Partitions
would be required (!). I don’t want for my children to feel like they have to hide that
they are Christians. Also a space govern my two heads, with different values and
often excluding ideas seems more a ground for conflict than cooperation.



OPTION B – Do you support relocation of St. Peter’s School into the Riverbank
School building and Riverbank School to relocate into a new build school on
the former ST. Machar/ former Tillydrone School site, as described under
Option B?
No I don’t. Problem of St. Peter’s exists for over six years, while Riverbank problem
is only forecasted to happen. I think that my children deserve a new school, in a
similar to current location, not somebody else’s unwanted building. St. Peter’s
requires new, unshared premises, which would fulfil growing demand for years to
come. I disagree with Council’s forecast for St. Peter’s – number of applications
turned down each year clearly shows how popular is this school. As was shown
during the consultations many parents from non-Catholic and non-denominational
backgrounds would like to send their children to St. Peter’s but currently don’t even
attempt knowing how little chances of getting in they have.

Are there any other comment you have about the proposals for Riverbank and
St. Peter’s RC Schools?
The way forward is a new 3-stream St. Peter’s RC School, not shared, on site
proposed at the former ST. Machar/ former Tillydrone School site. This will satisfy
the current and future demand for education in St. Peter’s. It will also resolve
problem with forecasted Riverbank School overcapacity, as children from the
Tillydrone will be able to choose St. Peter’s as their option. St. Peter’s historically
had more non-Catholic pupils and this would give a chance to return to this roots.
Being a mother of current and future pupils I want to make sure that my children
have a good school within walking distance and this proposed third option will satisfy
that.

I hope that the Aberdeen will hear the voices of St. Peter’s parents as we are waiting
for new school for over half a decade.

Best regards,

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

To whom it may concern-

I hope this email can be counted as my response to the consultation.

I have a number of points in response to the consultation:

You appear to be trying to address two problems with one solution here. Namely
future capacity issues in Tillydrone and current capacity issues in St. Peter's. I think it
is impossible to satisfactorily address these two separate problems with one
consultation and/or solution.

In my opinion it appears the solutions are heavily weighted to solving the Tillydrone
issues. This is as all solutions are in Tillydrone, and neither of the options are
satisfactory solutions for the St. Peter's community. This makes the consultation look



like St. Peter's is being addressed as a secondary issue in the consultation and is
feeling that has been expressed amongst the St. Peter's community.

St. Peter's clearly expressed they wanted their own new stand alone school. This is
not an option here. This has also made St Peter's feel like it is not being sufficiently
listened to as we have required a new school for several years. It appears this issue
has only come to the fore when the Tillydrone issues became pertinent.

We would like to see what other options are available to deliver a stand alone new
school and also why other locations have been ruled out and what other options may
be suitable, so we can critique and evaluate this process. Other options include: new
school at current site, new school at Dunbar Hall site and information into what other
sites/ locations are available and viable.

I think these problems should be addressed in two separate consultations as the St.
Peter's issue is a stand alone issue which should not be piggy backed onto the other
Tillydrone issue. One solution cannot address both these problems and is in fact
creating unnecessary tension between these two communities.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

I would like to put on public record the frustrations below on getting factual
information on how the council went from pre-consultation to giving two options for a
new primary school in Old Aberdeen/Tillydrone.
The options given do seem to be very much a forced fit when really what is required
is a separate solution for Tillydrone and St Peters.
During pre-consultation by far and away the most popular site for a new St Peters (if
it had to move away from its present site) was the old Dunbar Halls Site. I have over
the past months tried to find out why this site was not fully considered and it is only
today on the last day of statutory consultation I have started to understand why the
site is being viewed as to small. The 1.23Ha stipulated by the council officials is not
the full size of the site and for some reason the site has been truncated to the east.
The Old Dunbar site is also adjacent to Seaton Park which could potentially provide
additional play space for children.

Regards,

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

9/12/16 – Comment

IF OPTION A IS A CHOICE AND OPTION B IS ANOTHER CHOICE.

THEN OPTION C IS THE BEST CHOICE TO SERVE ST PETER'S SCHOOL COMMUNITY AS A
FAITH-BASED SCHOOL.



------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11/12/16 – Comment

I wish to submit my views regarding the proposals suggested to alleviate the issue of
rising school age population in Tillydrone and the poor condition of St Peters School.

I have attended all 5 of the public consultation meetings which has enabled me to
hear the possible reasons for or against either of the two proposals.

Option A - Shared campus which would include St Peters School and new non-
denomination school for some of the children of Tillydrone.

In my opinion this does not meet the needs of either the children of Tillydrone
or St Peters for the following reasons:
Concerns regarding the loss of St Peters identity as part of a shared campus
The amalgamation of St Machar Primary and Donbank Primary to create Riverbank
School was a difficult time for the community of Tillydrone - having a single school in
Tillydrone has unified the community (there is anecdotal evidence that there is less
vandalism at Riverbank than there ever was at St Machar and Donbank). The
prospect of a second non denominational school in Tillydrone would undo the
fabulous work done by the children, parents, staff and community members to create
such a wonderful ethos - underpinned by being a Rights Respecting School.
Lack of flexibility in using the shared areas - having autonomy of your own resources
means you can be more responsive to children's needs (if it is not your school's day
for the hall / facilities then flexibility would be an issue).

It is planned for the non denominational school to be a single stream - which would
have a maximum capacity of 217 children, given Riverbank's projected roll by 2023
is 685 and the current capacity is 420 the new single stream school would not be
sufficient in size to accommodate this.

Concern has also been raised regarding possible conflict between the different
school communities sharing the campus. If the schools had a shared lunch area and
playground then this would mean they would have to have similar expectations of
behaviour etc - whether this is achievable with two school communities each with
their own unique qualities is questionable - especially given one is already
established (St Peters) and the other would be a new school in it's infancy.
The children of Riverbank School have expressed concern that the introduction of
new catchment zones will mean they may not go to school with friends who currently
go to school with them.
The creation of a shared campus would require a higher level of staffing than Option
B - it would mean you would have 3 sets of leadership staff in Tillydrone (Riverbank,
St Peter's and the new school), given the ongoing situation regarding recruitment of
staff this could prove difficult.



My main reason for rejecting this proposal is that of my desire to ensure the unity of
the Tillydrone Community.

Option B - Creation of a 3 stream school on the St Machar School site to
accomodate Riverbank School (all non denominational children in Tillydrone)
and to relocate St Peter's School to the school building currently used by
Riverbank School
In my opinion this is the most appropriate solution offered, for both school
communities, to ensure that all Tillydrone children can attend a school within
Tillydrone and that the children of St Peter's are accommodated in a building
suitable for education in the 21st Century for the following reasons:
St Peter's School retains its unique identity and will have increased capacity at
Riverbank - up to 420 children, which will more than accommodate the projected roll
of 313 by 2023.
The children of St Peter's are able to attend a school that will meet their needs and
that of Curriculum for Excellence (as the Riverbank children do at the moment).
The new school for Riverbank will have an increased capacity which will ensure that
all the children in Tillydrone will be able to attend a school in their community and
more importantly the positive ethos that has been created in the school and
community will continue to unify the community.
As the catchment zone for St Peter's is so extensive the moving of St Peter's to
Riverbank's current school would not cause any issue regarding travel to a from
school - although some children would have to walk further many would in fact be
closer to the school (as 78 children who currently attend St Peters live in the
Riverbank catchment) or be eligible for transport. The distance from the proposed
new school site and current Riverbank site is a mere 5 - 10 minute walk.
The catchment zone for the children of Tillydrone will remain unchanged as well as
that for St Peters.
The community of Tillydrone has seen many changes in the provision of Primary
education over the years. Firstly with the closure of Tillydrone School and then the
amalgamation of Donbank School and St Machar School to create Riverbank School
and yet again within a relatively short period of time there are proposed changes
again. Option B would be a more long term (and possibly final ) solution to ensure
the educational needs of the children of Tillydrone are met and ensure stability for
primary education in Tillydrone.
Riverbank School is a Scottish Attainment Challenge School and as such is charged
with ensuring we 'close the gap' for the children - access to a larger facilities that
would provide the space for such things as Nurture Rooms, safe spaces and areas
for specialist provision (i.e Counsellors, Speech and Language Therapists and family
learning) would mean that would could ensure equity of opportunity for the children
of Tillydrone. Due to the smaller role of St Peters it would also mean the children of
St Peters could access these resources at the current Riverbank site.

There has been some suggestion by the Parent Council of St Peters that what
should happen is that the new school be solely a three stream denominational
(catholic) school. In my opinion this is not a viable option for the following reasons:

The projected roll for St Peters is 313 and there is no need for St Peters to be such a
large school - there is currently capacity at both Holy Family and St Joseph's so



there is no need to provide additional places for children wishing to attend
denominational education across Aberdeen city.
The project roll for Riverbank is 685 and doing nothing for the Riverbank roll (which
is what this option seems to propose) is not something the council can consider. It is
clear that if Riverbank stays as it is that children would need to seek places outwith
Riverbank School - the only other option within Tillydrone would be the 3 stream
denominational school, giving no option to these children's parents as to whether
they attend a denominational school or non-denominational school.
If the new three stream St Peter's were to become close to capacity, then rightly so
places would then be prioritised for children with a Baptismal Certificate, therefore
excluding the children of Tillydrone who did not possess such a certificate, who
would not be able to access places at Riverbank due to the lack of space.
At the consultation meetings it has been suggested that there may be children at
Riverbank School who would attend the new 3 stream St Peters, even if this was so
this would still not accommodate the children of Tillydrone who did not wish to attend
a denominational school. It would need at least 265 children who could attend
Riverbank to attend the new St Peters to ensure Riverbank did not exceed the
current capacity of 420, given we currently have approximately 50 children at
Riverbank who are Catholic this would seem unlikely. The new maximum capacity
for St Peters as per Option B would be 420 and these 50 children (if they chose to
attend St Peters) could easily be accommodated within that.
In my opinion, if a single school is to accommodate the new school building (three
stream school) this should be a non denominational school for the education of all
the children of Tillydrone.

In conclusion I feel it is important to consider the needs of the children of St Peter's
and that of the children of Tillydrone and in my opinion the only way of doing this is
to build a new three stream school for Riverbank School and to relocate St Peters
school to the site currently Riverbank School.

Thank you for considering my views.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12/12/16 – Comment

Dear Sir or Madam,

I am very sorry for the delay with my comments regarding the proposed new primary
school in Tillydrone Old Aberdeen Area. I was hoping to get answers to my
questions posed during the consultation meeting last Wednesday and repeated by
me via email last Thursday. Unfortunately, I have not received any satisfactory
answers despite the fact that I managed to find someone to ask the questions again
during the consultation meeting last Thursday. I will therefore have to base my
comments on assumptions.

I hope my below comments and suggested options can still be considered in this
consultation process.



Comment 1: It seems to me that the proposed new primary school tries to solve two
problems with one solution. Although I am in general not opposed to solving multiple
problems with a single solution, it seems a suboptimal solution for St Peter’s RC
primary. I would like to see the two problems investigated independently and only if
the best solution for both turns out to be a joint solution they can/should be
addressed together. So I am asking you to propose two separate solutions one for St
Peter’s RC primary and one for Tillydrone.

New option: Disentangling the two problems addressed a new St Peter’s RC primary
school does not have to be located in the Tillydrone area. I therefore suggest that an
alternative location is found. A possibility could be the Dunbar Halls site. During the
consultation meeting I attended, the main argument against this site was that “we
tried to fit the plot of a school on it and it didn’t fit”. Although a appreciate reusing the
design of an existing building it sounds to me like a bit of a lame excuse. A unique
site may require a uniquely designed building. And in particular I would have like to
see that several (or better yet many) plots have been tried on this site. I am almost
certain that with some time, thought and enthusiasm a suitable school design for the
Dunbar Halls site can be found.

Comment 2: Setting aside my first comment, I will now comment on the joint
solutions proposed. It seems to me that the main argument for three stream non-
denominational education and two stream RC education is based on the forecast
roll. However, it is not clear what the assumptions for this forecast are. I understand
what data went into it. What is missing is how this data was used. I presume for
example that the placing requests for future years have to be estimated/predicted for
the forecast. Given that St Peter’s RC primary has run at and above capacity for
several years, assuming that the placing requests will continue with the same trend
as in the past couple of years seems very wrong. It seems equally wrong to make
this assumption for Riverbank school as it was only opened in 2008. Looking at the
forecast roll however, it seems that exactly this has happened. Riverbank is forecast
to have an ever increasing roll most likely based on increasing placing requests.
Whereas St Peter’s RC primary seems to come to a halt. I believe you are very well
aware of the situation at St Peter’s RC primary. Due to the bad shape of the
buildings and the fact that the school is running over capacity, I believe that the
placing request of the last several years do not reflect the interest in RC education.
But rather how many people are desperate for RC education despite these
circumstances. So with a new St Peter’s RC primary school I would expect the
placing requests to go up very quickly.

New option: I suggest to use the site identified in the proposal for a new school
building to build a new (three stream) St Peter’s RC primary school. This would offer
potential future Riverbank school pupils an alternative within their catchment area.

Yours sincerely,

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


